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I have had
dark terrors,
but where do
you go when
you are afraid
of yourself?
Sophie White on being a mother with
Bipolar II and why we need less lip
service and more action on mental illness

I

HAVE what she had. I
have three children. I
have a home. I have a
job. I have a husband. I
have Bipolar II. I have
a history of mental illness.
I have been hospitalised. I
have been released. I have had
the thoughts. I have had the
diminished capacity.
All week I avoided coverage
because I have what she had.
I have an encyclopaedic
knowledge of what mothers
have done to their children. I
have this because, for years, I
have needed to amass a body
of evidence that I don’t have
what they had. Because for me,
to sleep at night and get up
and make breakfast and drink
my coffee, I must “other” these
women. I must make them different to me. For my children’s
safety, for my safety, they must
be another species.
I don’t have what they had. I
repeat this like an incantation
so the thoughts that lie low
don’t rise and take hold.
But I do have what she had.
This week, I scrolled mindlessly on Instagram and when,
unexpectedly, an image of her
and her children appeared
under my thumb, I recoiled.
Fear sliced through me. I put
the phone away. And I stayed
away then for another few
days.
But information leaked
through my personal moratorium. Bipolar II. Hospitalisation. Concealing of illness.
I am loath to write about this.
I worry that writing about her
tragedy in the first person
veers towards centring myself.
The poor souls at the epicentre
of this disaster have a lifetime
of grief and processing from
here to the end. But we, the

witnesses, mothers in particular, and mentally ill mothers
most of all, must also process.
So I have decided to write
about it like this because we
have what she had.
We have the happy photographs. We have the smile.
We have the relationships. We
have the good times and the
bad. We have the stress. We
have the holidays. We have
the bills. We have the love. We
have the pressure. We have the
spectre of perfection. We have
the fear – oh my god, the fear.
“I thought if I didn’t do
everything right, they would
suffer.”
There was no reason. No
reason. Consider the other
meaning.
“Conor wasn’t riding a bike,
Darragh wasn’t swimming,
Carla wasn’t toilet trained.”
Maybe these sound like
strange and trivial reasons.
She had no reason. No reason.
The altered state of mental
illness is hard to comprehend
without first-hand experience
of it. But when the thoughts
take hold, the triggers can,
to others, be baffling. To us
they are scalding, terrifying,
life-threatening, fatal.
And so I’ll carry on with the
selfish first person because
I have what she had. I don’t
want her to be alone. To talk
about her in any other way than
disbelief, shock, revulsion, pity
feels unacceptable. But I understand her. I have what she had.
We have what she had.
We have a sick society. This
annihilation of a family didn’t
happen in a vacuum.
There was no reason.
Will I give some reasons?
We’ll wring our hands about
the mental health crisis.

Call it a f**king mental
illness crisis. Please. I don’t
have mental health, that is
the whole goddamn point.
I am tired of euphemisms,
side-stepping and shirking
and awareness. Action. Please.
Also, depression and anxiety get a lot of space in the
cultural conversation because
often people with these
illnesses can advocate for
themselves to a degree. And
that is right and good. However, other illnesses are so
often sidelined in the awareness campaigns. I have sat
in hospitals with people who
are unable to hold a conversation, much less speak about
their experiences and they
are so erased from this
conversation.
But when the lip service is
paid, back to business. Back
to development and construction. Hotels please. Fleeting
compassion, then back to capitalism.
Want some more specific
reasons?
Maternity benefit is taxed in
this country for people who
self-declare. It made better
financial sense for me to keep
working through my so-called
maternity leave than to claim
the benefit.
More specifics? Five months
after my last baby, I was hospitalised. Dark thoughts.
In this country, for the first
years of your children’s life,
childcare costs are a second
mortgage (if you are lucky
enough to have one) per child.
We work to give them a good
life and at the exact same time
live in fear that this very work
will ruin them, will damage
them. Dark thoughts.
Eventually, I gave in and read
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the coverage. I didn’t realise
but separately my husband did
too. He needs the intel because
I have what she had.
I winced at headlines that
seemed to hint at the reasons
of a woman without reason.
Even though a court ruled
that “she did not know what
she was doing was wrong, and
that she was unable to refrain
from committing the act”.
The headlines seemed to
imply otherwise.
“Doctors wanted Deirdre
Morley to be admitted to psychiatric hospital two months
before tragedy but she
refused.”
It seemed to imply that this
refusal was a wilful act rather
than a manifestation of her
illness. Moreover, I see this
denial of illness as not only a
symptom in itself, but also as
perhaps an attempt to ward off
the shame of being a mentally
ill mother.
Every time I have been honest about the full extent of my

‘I write
about
this
because
I want to
report
back on
the
periods
of
recovery
– and
the
reality of
the
relapses’

mental illness, my abiding terror is that my disclosure will
doom my family. That my confessing to the dark terrors will
result in my children being
taken away. Children are taken
away for good reason and I do
not remotely object to this. I
am grateful to this but still it
is every mother’s worst nightmare. Nearly.
So I write about this for anyone who has what I have. I
don’t want to be a blueprint for
anyone’s mental illness. I don’t
talk much about my diagnosis
because I believe that while
diagnoses are a useful psychiatric tool, they cannot encompass the infinite aspects of the
individuals who carry them.
They are a categorisation but
they are not you.
I write about this because
I want to report back on the
periods of recovery and I want
to describe the reality of the
relapses and the setbacks. To
haul out these specifics so that
the words – mental illness,

psychosis, bipolar, schizophrenia, borderline personality,
hospitalisation, medication –
are no longer such nebulous,
frightening things but things
we can experience and very
often recover from with the
right help.
Here are some more specifics.
I had my first breakdown in
2007. Next one in 2013. Next
one in 2018. In between, there
have been shorter, less acute
fits and starts.
Medicine prescribed by professionals:
anti-psychotics,
antidepressants, mood stabilisers.
Medicine prescribed by me:
alcohol, self-harm, restricting
of food.
At times, I write about my
illness because I want to be an
example of a person grappling
with shame over my mental
illness and the positive consequences of the times I have
been able to be honest about
it. I want to report back on

both the ways our systems fail
and the times the system has
worked, and has saved me.
In my first pregnancy, I
replied “no” to the question
about a history of mental
illness. I was too afraid to
be honest. I was so afraid of
becoming someone’s mother,
especially a mentally ill one.
For the first year of my first
baby’s life, because of the
shame, I told nobody about
the distorted thoughts, guilt
and terror. I think, I am lucky
to still be alive. Anyone who’s
been in the hole knows this is
no histrionic overstatement.
The shame and the stigma
of being mentally ill kept me
quiet. It’s a stigma intensified
by being a mentally ill mother.
In this country, I sometimes
detect a whisper of disapproval
about such women, that having children when you have a
mental illness is a selfish, irresponsible act. Incidentally, it’s
the same country that legalised contraception in 1980,
legalised emergency contraception in the early 2000s and
legalised abortion in 2018.
In my second pregnancy, I
said yes to this question and
was immediately connected
in with the mental health services of the maternity hospital
and received free care in pregnancy and the offer of care
after. Amazing.
When I was hospitalised in
2020, my husband was interviewed by the social worker
assigned to my team.
She was building a picture of
our life beyond one mediated
by me and therefore possibly
skewed by my mental state. He
was also advised on signs of
mania and psychosis as I can’t
always detect the treacherous
upswings and compromised
perception of my reality.
This clearly doesn’t happen
enough, a fact which Andrew
McGinley and Una Butler –
who have lost everything as a
result of this systemic lapse –
are courageously campaigning
to change.
At every point, my privilege as a white, middle-class,
employed, educated woman
has influenced my psychiatric
care. I have been able to speak
publicly about being a mentally ill and alcoholic mother
with slightly less fear than a
woman with similar problems
who doesn’t have my profound
advantages.
In 2020, my health insurance
covered my hospital stay. I was
able to ring the hospital where
I was an outpatient in extreme
distress and be given a bed the
following morning.
In the same year, my friend
was treated for her mental
illness in the public service
and the difference was distressing. All mental illness
carries a mortality rate. My
friend’s illness has the highest rate of mortality than any
other mental illness. In the
public system, a system fighting valiantly to provide care in
the face of underfunding, her
treatment was hindered and
stalled at so many junctures.
This year’s budgetary allocation for mental health (€50m)
is just 1pc of the overall health
budget for 2021 – and was
deemed “totally inadequate” by

the Psychiatric Nurses’ Association. Incredibly, as a country,
we were spending more on
healthcare as a whole in the
1980s than we are now.
So, back to “I have what she
had”. I too have no history
of violence except against
myself. But I have had the dark
terrors. I have, when alone in
the house with my children,
locked myself away to protect
them from my mental illness.
Even something as simple as it
being a Sunday could be fatal.
Where do you go when you
are afraid of yourself? There’s
no escape. What do you do? I
considered presenting myself
to Accident and Emergency
and saying what? I am scared
that I am a danger to myself
and others. It is an admission
that might change the course
of your life. But what are the
consequences of not saying
it? Now we all know.
The Taoiseach said this is
a shocking, shocking event.
But don’t be so shocked,
Micheál. In 2018, research by
Mental Health Ireland found
that women have a lower
well-being score than men,
as do people who are full-time
homemakers, aka women –
let’s be honest. Look at how
mothers were treated in the
pandemic, in pregnancy, in
birth and beyond. It speaks
volumes about the cultural
attitude towards mothers.
One friend was told to lower
her expectations by a public
health nurse when she confided that she was not coping.
A GP told another friend to get
a counsellor. How and where
was left up to the mother, an
ill person already struggling.
Get help, they say. Get on with
it, they mean. Conservative
estimates suggest one in 10
women will suffer from postnatal depression.
I suspect the mothers of Ireland are not so shocked. Quietly in our homes surrounded
by the babies we love who
depend on us for everything,
we have what she had: the
lack of governmental support,
the pressure to cope, the fear,
to appear fine, to so badly want
to be fine.
At the end of nearly every
article about her, the publication included links to charity
services, should the reader
need. Charity services. You
don’t need me to say it.
While the Government provides some funding for our
charities, these services are
not the answer. It’s stating
the obvious but we need an
overhaul of mental health services. We need to stop people
slipping through the cracks
because it is dangerous.
She didn’t get what she
needed, the McGinley family
didn’t get what they needed;
and neither are we.
And now Conor, Darragh and
Carla, Andrew and Deirdre
and everyone who loved and
love them, need answers. And
we need to stand with them
and demand those answers
too. And action. No more flaccid awareness. Action please.
This article was first
published by Rogue
Collective on
roguecollective.ie
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‘Band of
mothers: how
Insta-mums
saved my soul’
A new swell of online voices describing the chaotic,
joyful, and often difficult experience of motherhood
has never been more important as the pandemic adds
extra stress, writes Sophie White

I

t’s often said that it takes a village to
raise a baby but I’d wager this phrase
is just as pertinent when applied to
mothers: it takes a village to raise
a mother. In previous years, when
child-rearing was a more communal
activity and many generations of a
family lived close by, there was an
organic structure in place to mind babies and,
arguably more importantly, the mothers.
We lost this for a time in the latter half
of the 20th century but thankfully we are
now remaking it online. I now depend not
on the kindness of strangers, but on mums
on Instagram. I find there’s a real sense of
community among mothers online, which
happily goes against the rampant “mommy
wars” narrative we so often hear about.
On a bad day with my toddler, I can vent
on my Stories and usually get a tsunami of
responses from encouragement to advice to
simply solidarity. With Instagram, I have a
constantly growing tribe of women ready to
reach across the virtual void to say “me too!” to
everything from “I feel like the worst mum in
the world today!” to “Anyone else just answer
the door to the postman with one boob flopped
out?”.
And the best thing about this gang is that
nothing shocks them. Once you’ve been in the
trenches of motherhood for a while, you have
seen some sh*t. Forget Band of Brothers, the
band of mothers are tougher, funnier and have
stronger stomachs.
This band of mothers have been my ride or
dies, particularly in these pandemic times.
Never before have I relied so much on the
mothers of social media for reassurance, solidarity and levity.
Before I had children, I had certain ideas
about children — all of which became instantly
irrelevant the very second one of these things
was handed to me in a hectic delivery room.
BC (before children), I would see parents out
with their kids pushing the babies in buggies

WHERE TO FIND
LIKE-MINDED MUMS

facing forwards and away from them.
‘Not me,’ I’d think smugly. ‘I will
always have mine facing me, as I
⬤ Meet-ups offline, online chats and a regular podcast
available on iTunes and Spotify makes the
keep up an unending stream of
@mumtribeireland a fun and relaxed community for new
engaging and edifying conversation
mums. Visit mumtribeireland.com and follow
with them’ — despite that being
@mumtribeireland
exhausting and them being, ya
⬤ TIRED MAMMY BOOKCLUB
know, just weeks old and barely
Follow this buzzing online community to get
sentient. Similarly, I’d see parents
back into reading and make friends. Follow @
in restaurants with their adorable
tiredmammybookclub and take part in their daily
spawn plugged into iPhones. ‘Terri#tiredmammy30minutes
ble,’ I’d grimace. ‘I’ll never do that.’
⬤ MUM TALKS
Soothers. Sweets. Coke. YouTube.
Follow @mum_talks to join upcoming
Co-sleeping. All arbitrary notions I held
panels online and stay abreast
about what was ‘bad parenting’ in the face
of future events. Visit
of absolutely no idea what was coming down
mumtalks.ie
the line for me. Now I indulge in, nay cling to
there for dear life. These are the crutches that
see us through the relentless and occasionally rewarding maelstrom of parenthood. A
big crutch for me and, I imagine, most other
millennial parents is my phone. It’s a parenting
comfort blanket, especially during our current
situation. BC, I’d look at parents glued to their
phones while their kids played on the monkey
bars and shake my head. “It’s a disgrace,” an
older lady once commented from beside me on
the park bench and I agreed sanctimoniously.
Now Present Me would like to give Past Me
a little slap and a stern talking to. Judgment
of parents and most particularly mothers is
not, of course, unique to 27-year-old me. The
internet is awash with it from think pieces
about “over-sharenting” to open letters of the
“To The Mum On Her Phone” variety. Every
new generation of mothering looks so wildly
different to the previous, that it’s natural for
each to think that their approach is superior.
‘Before I had children, I had
On closer analysis however, every generation
certain ideas about children of mothers have had their own crutches. In the
all of which became instantly
50s, housewives had amphetamine prescriptions; give us our damn smartphones, I say.
irrelevant the very second one
For my first baby, I was still operating on
of these things was handed to
analogue mode. No smartphone, no social
me in the delivery room’
media, no apps telling me what fresh hell I

could expect from the newborn arsenal
of developmental leaps (hello Wonder
Weeks!). I was 28 and had no friends with
children. No one in my family had kids, parenting was something I could only observe
at a distance in the parks and on TV.
The isolation of my first year as a mother
was quite devastating. I operated just about. I
engaged in a committed pretence at being OK
when, in fact, I was trapped in an apparently
unending season of fear, guilt, loneliness and
self-doubt. I was convinced I was an aberration
because I was struggling to adjust to my new
life. Films, TV and magazines at this point just
seemed to confirm this, with celeb new mums
bouncing from baby to gym and back. Where
were the women crying in the shower while
the baby cried in its bouncer on the bathroom
floor? Where were the women with nipples
like skinned knees, crying through the terminal newborn nights? I could see none of my
reality reflected there.
This analogue parenting is something that
Kara and Lucy, friends and co-founders of
Mum Talks — monthly events and workshops
for women — experienced when they had
children.
“When we both had our girls, social media
was not really a thing! Facebook was there but
not used like we consume it now.”
Lucy, who recently had baby Charlie, has
noticed the contrast. “There is a lot more
mindless scrolling when she is exhausted!”
laughs Kara. “But on the upside… there is an
amazing supportive community online and
you can usually get advice on anything at any
time! Also when she is up in the middle of the
night, it has made her feel less alone.”
I white-knuckled that season. The postnatal
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Writer and mother-of-three
Sophie White has found
support from other
mums on social media to be a
lifeline

‘We’re seeing that everyone
has different struggles and
it’s OK to talk about how tired
you are, or how difficult it
can be to juggle work-life and
motherhood’

Ask the Doctor

With Dr Jennifer Grant
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depression, as I finally recognised it to be,
receded and I surfaced. I started to make the
mum friends I so desperately needed. And I got
a smartphone! Or, as I see it now: a lifeline.
The irony is not lost on me that it was in the
notoriously deceitful squares of Instagram that
I began to find women sharing their experiences of motherhood unfiltered.
One of the first of these I spotted was broadcaster Louise McSharry, who shared a snap of
her first son, Sam, with the caption: “I’m a zen
Earth Mother now guys. (Not pictured: Vat of
hormonal tears).”
It probably sounds incredibly naive but it was
these women who helped me to recognise that
what I had was postnatal depression and not
some total lack of maternal instinct or sinister
character defect.
Pre-Covid, mothers were coping with an
epidemic of a different kind: failing on every
front. The potency of mother-guilt is such that
even at the moment, in a pandemic, we’re
worrying that we are not doing enough for our
kids. Not enough fresh air, not enough homeschool, not enough vegetables. Not enough.
As I got more into Instagram, I found that
honesty like Louise’s was thankfully not the
rhetoric of a few outliers but actually part of
a new swell of women’s voices describing the
chaotic, difficult and often joyful experience of
motherhood.
It’s something Erica, who is mum to threeyear-old Callum, certainly noticed: “When I
used to scroll through pictures of mums with
perfect make-up, sitting in spotless houses
and cradling their perfect baby, I always felt
really down because I was far from perfect.
But in recent years, women are sharing a more
realistic side of motherhood.

“ We’re seeing that everyone has different
struggles and it’s OK to talk about how tired
you are, or how difficult it can be to juggle
work-life and motherhood. And I think people
are really welcoming it.”
Women also really welcomed her Instagram
account, MumTribe. In just a couple of years,
the community that began as an online space
with real life meet-ups, now collaborates with
business and services, has a podcast and over
20,000 followers and 21 groups around the
country.
“I think mums were looking for a space
where they could be themselves,” Erica
explains. “Where they wouldn’t be judged and
where it was OK to speak openly about their
experience. I personally put a lot of work into
it, though without the help of our fantastic
ambassadors and volunteers, I wouldn’t be
here to talk about it today!”
There is a huge appetite for these online
spaces, as so many mums find socialising post
kids can fall by the wayside — though not a
problem right now, of course. Sinead Cuddihy felt nervous launching her Instagram
bookclub but, again, she found the uptake was
incredible.
“I’d wanted to join a book club for some
time,” says Sinead, mum to Rian (2) and with
a second baby on the way this summer. “I
figured Instagram would be a good way to do
it. I suggested it on my personal Instagram
account and just one person said they’d join.
So I set it up anyway, and less than a year later
we have just over 2,300 members!
“The idea was to get people like myself back
reading after having children, by sharing
what we were reading and encouraging each
other to read for 30 minutes a day with the
hashtag #TiredMammy30minutes. We also
have meet-ups to discuss that month’s book,
though this will be done online instead for the
foreseeable.”
Getting back to ourselves is something
many women grapple with after having kids
and whether it’s having a medicinal moan,
taking up Pilates or joining a bookclub, it’s so
important to still feel connected to our nonmother selves. Kara and Lucy wanted to serve
this need with Mum Talks.
“We felt there was a lack of events and
things to do as the women that we still were,
there were so many amazing baby groups
that we attended but nothing for us. We still
wanted to feel we could add to conversations
and continue to be inspired by other mums
who were working or had set up their own
business.”
Now Mum Talks is exploring the online
potential for their talks which sees speakers
like Facebook’s Head of Ireland for Small and
Medium Business, Helen Smyth, sustainability advocate, Pat Kane, and broadcasters like
Louise McSharry and Alison Curtis discuss
career and life after kids.
The connections I’ve forged online have
made me feel normal in the boundless anxiety, occasional boredom and exquisite joy of
motherhood.
Some of these women don’t know I exist but
in sharing their reality have cheered me up or
reassured me.
Some, I’ve confided in despite never
meeting them and many are my friends
offline now. I know they all give me a sense
of friendship and support that I’ll always be
grateful for.
As Sinead says of reading, but she could in
fact be describing any of the online connections forged by these brilliant communities:
“It’s a real comfort and a form of escapism and
as a mum you need that sometimes.”
Hell yes, you do.
Sophie White’s latest novel, Unfiltered, is
out now

A high level
of iron in the
body can strain
the liver

Am I now at risk
of iron overload?

Q

My older brother was
recently told by his doctor
that the iron in his body is
very high and is straining his liver.
We don’t have any family history of
iron overload and I wonder, am I
now at risk?

A

Hopefully your brother
is around 40 years old (or
younger) and therefore has
caught the iron overload early
enough to be able to reverse the liver
strain. Ireland has the highest rate
of the genetic condition called
hereditary haemochromatosis (HH) in the world. There
are a few gene mutations
found on the HFE gene
on chromosome 6p
involved in HH. It is one
of diseases that follows
Mendelian inheritance
by the autosomal
recessive pattern and
can be inherited
unnoticeably by
genetic carriers
(have the recessive gene but
do not display
symptoms of
the disease)
much like cystic
fibrosis.
The most
common gene
mutation is the
homozygous
C282Y/C282Y
variant of the
HFE gene which
puts people
at risk of iron
overload. Other
people can be
carriers of gene
mutations, for
example compound
heterozygotes
C282Y/H63D, and
can develop iron
overload, particularly
if they have a diet

high in red meat consumption or
put strain on their liver by having an
elevated body mass index (BMI) and/
or drinking excessive amounts of
alcohol. Lastly, carriers of mutations
(heterozygosity) or S65C variants are
not at risk of clinically significant iron
overload.
Iron overload due to HH is when the
body absorbs excess iron from food
and deposits it in other tissues. Most
commonly it can cause liver strain
(even liver failure if not caught in a
timely fashion) and diabetes when the
iron deposits in the pancreas.
Historically, this type of diabetes
was known as bronze diabetes as
the skin becomes tanned or bronze
looking. However, when iron deposits
in other tissues such as the heart,
bones and joints it can lead to heart
failure, joint pain, fatigue, depression

‘Iron overload due to
HH is when the body
absorbs excess iron
from food and deposits
it in other tissues’
and loss of libido. These signs and
symptoms often become apparent
after 40 years of age.
The good news is that the diagnosis
is relatively simple when two
measures of iron stores are elevated
in the blood, namely the ferritin and
transferrin saturation, then blood
samples are sent for genetic testing.
Treatment is simply venesection
(drawing a pint of blood) a couple
of times per year. When iron stores
are back to normal range, blood
can be donated to the Irish Blood
Transfusion Board (IBTB). Moreover,
there is no difference in mortality
in patients with HH compared to
the general population, once the
diagnosis is made in a timely fashion
and good compliance with treatment
(blood draw) is maintained.
⬤ De Jennifer Grant is a GP with
Beacon HealthCheck

